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ProNest2023 includes full functionality for PlateSaver, a SureCut technology that combines the arc
stability of X-Definition plasma with specialized software parameters to dramatically increase
material utilization when cutting mild steel. In addition, it contains enhancements to ProNests

Production Manager, a Hypertherm(Hanover, N.H., U.S.), a U.S. based manufacturer of industrial
cutting systems and software, has announced a major version update to ProNest2023, its advanced

CAD/CAM nesting software for automated cutting. This new release contains a collection of new
features and ongoing enhancements designed to help customers improve their operational efficiency
while reducing non-value-added tasks. Hypertherm(Hanover, N.H., U.S.), a U.S. based manufacturer
of industrial cutting systems and software, has announced a major version update to ProNest2023,

its advanced CAD/CAM nesting software for automated cutting. ProNest 2023 includes full
functionality for PlateSaver, a SureCut technology that combines the arc stability of X-Definition
plasma with specialized software parameters to increase material use when cutting mild steel.
ProNest 2023 also features new tools for job scheduling including a multipart nesting preview

window and the ability to export jobs into Excel. A new Locate Duplicate Nests feature will help users
find nests which may be present in multiple parts of a job, as well as nests that may be in the way of

a completed part. The ProNest LT package includes a trial version of ProNest2023 LT. For a
standalone trial, purchase a license for ProNest 2023 LT and then use the free trial version of ProNest

2023 LT to evaluate the product.
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pronest is designed to handle both professional
manufacturing operations as well as the

production of larger quantities at the shop floor.
this release improves nesting for larger work

areas and adds capabilities for better tolerance
of material placement errors to increase the

throughput of your production process.
importantly, the new release increases the

physical nesting tolerance from +/−0.003 in. to
+/−0.015 in. with this release, nested part
(work-product) final status is automatically

updated in pronest. the part is now available for
further customization, modifications, and
routing, as well as printing and assembly.
pronest lt is the perfect first cam nesting

software for doers, makers and fabricators. with
pronest lt you can: create ready-to-nest parts
cut parts precisely - even complex ones find

pockets and grooves faster eliminate the need
for roughing and more designed to make it

easier to make money the easy way, pronest lt
gives you everything you need to automate

your workflow and connect your cutting
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machine to your shop floor for a streamlined
manufacturing process. pronest lt makes your
manufacturing workflow easy to find, easy to

use and easy to keep clean. its intuitive
interface makes it easy to select the parts to cut
and then use powerful cutting algorithms, and
visual guides, to make your parts nest. what is
parallel programming. parallel programming is

the use of multiple processors or cores in a
single computer. this can reduce the time to
produce a part. pronest works on a job by job
basis in parallel. if your first part requires 90

minutes, and you have 8 processor cores, then
2 parts, one processor core each (assuming

they can be separated) can be worked on at the
same time. if you need 20 parts done, then only
two core is utilized, reducing the time. you can
have more than one job being processed, but
each one of them will utilize a portion of the

processor core. 5ec8ef588b
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